researchers but also teachers, and it is probably not an overestimate to say that thousands of the members teach undergraduates. The teaching posters at the annual meeting are one way that faculty can discover materials that could be helpful in undergraduate teaching; years ago, Council created this category and, wisely, decided the posters should be displayed for the whole time of the meeting. While some of us can't help complaining about the annual position of these posters in the farthest reaches of the exhibit hall (last year separated from the research posters by a formidable barrier of two rows of empty poster boards), at least it is possible to say to your colleagues-"Hey, did you see the poster on teaching X?" and the next day the poster will still be there for the colleague to inspect. As well, two years ago the Society agreed to a Workshop on Teaching Neuroscience, and last year again sponsored a workshop on Resources for Teaching Neuroscience, both targeted to faculty teaching undergraduates; the success of these Workshops has led to a third one being planned for the coming meeting. But these activities of the Society are confined to the annual meeting. Could the SfN not be more helpful year round to its members who need teaching resources at a higher level than high school?
Some concerned faculty argue that, in the ideal, there should be a separate Education Committee with a higher education charge. Such a committee, separate from educating the public and K-12, would provide resources for faculty who are teaching undergraduate and graduate students, and for the teaching of the membership through the Short Courses. As a simpler and more immediate step, Council could expand the charge of the PECC to include undergraduates; it would seem a minimal tap of the SfN resources to provide faculty members with links to resources for higher neuroscience education. For example, links to the Faculty for Undergraduate Neuroscience (FUN) and to this Journal (JUNE) seem so obvious that one wonders why they are not on the site right now (March 15, 2007) . The answer, one supposes, is that no committee has the jurisdiction to request that they be there! Further links to regional organized groups, conferences, and publications, like N.E.U.R.O.N. (the North East Undergraduate Research Organization for Neuroscience) (www.albany.edu/neuron/conference/ mission.html) or SYNAPSE (Symposium for Young Neuroscientists and Professors of the Southeast) (www.cofc.edu/synapse/ docs/mission.html) would also be helpful and would no doubt be readily supplied by the members who had put the energy into forming these groups. Other useful links would be to summer courses in neuroscience education that take undergraduates, for example the variety of neuro-centered courses at the Marine Biological Laboratory, or Cold Spring Harbor or Friday Harbor Laboratories. And, importantly, the site could provide links to materials that could be useful in preparing lectures and labs. A method for faculty to contribute links, and eventually one where they could provide their opinion to the membership on the linked materials, would certainly not take Society resources on the scale of the current publications and programs sponsored by the PECC.
Undergraduates form the Society's stem cells. This group of students is fertile ground for inspiration, for conversion from one path to another --from, say, pre-med or even pre-molecular biology to pre-neuroscience research. One inspired faculty member, armed with the terrific teaching materials that are now "out there," can transform a searching undergraduate into a committed neuroscience PhD wannabe. The bottom line is this: Write our SfN President and/or Council members and urge them to either form an Education Committee charged with higher-level education or expand the charge of the PECC to undergraduates. Their names are at www.sfn.org/ index.cfm?pagename=officersAndCouncilorssection=about _SfN. Their email addresses are available through the SfN Member Directory at www.sfn.org.
Point out that even minimal Society resources can have a big impact by tapping into the Internet. It may be that Council will say, "Why, of course -what an oversight! Let's fix this situation."
